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1. 

Suppose either Lee Harvey Oswald, the man accused of Assssiusting 

President John 1:.1. Kennedy, or Jack Ruby, history's most public murderer, 

the man mho lid kill Oswald, had been FBI informants? 

Can it be imagined what 'kind of proble6la and crises the govern-

ment would then have had? 

In those days the great number of informants the FBI has was not 

generally known. People were unwilling to believe it and the FBI 

steadfastly denied it, as does every secret-police force everywhere. 

But the FBI did - and does - hove a vest number of informants broken 

into two broad categories: "0", for criminal, and "S", representing 

what to the FBI i3 "security" but in reality is political. Any one of 

those, in the prevailing official vtsw, can be mora valuable then 1,000 

real agents. 

Well, the government's problem ABS even lzreater, for both 

Oswald and Ruby were FBI informentsI 

The F131, of course, denies it. 

Thus, when President Lyndon B. Johnson immediately nut J. P,dger 

Hoover In charge of the officio] Investigation, even though there was 

no federal jurisdiction, it th.en not being a fedor3l crime to kill 

the President, Hoover was put In the position of investigating himself 

(something he may not have known when the job was given him). This 

became even more true when, a week later, the Wrren Commission was 

appointed and the FBI bccono its major investigative arm. 
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But Hoover's position was much improved by the appointment of 

the Commission for he was then no longer in the position of reaching 

and assuming responsibility for the final, official conclusions while 

he ream:tried able to and, in fact, did dominate those conclueione by 

controlling what the Commirsion could and did know and could not know. 

These things wore well known to the Commission, especially to 

its reepected staff. As with 911 3110/1 bodies, the members are larjely 

figureheads, the staff doing the rem) work. Members are always 

selected because of their national stature. They are always too busy 

to lesru and fully comprehend whet is going on. 

A few of the top-secret executive sessione of the Warren Com-

mission - so ultra secret even its staff wee excluded and members were 

assured they would never even see the etenographic transcripts - read 

like the ramblings of elderly gentlewomen gathered at kaffee klatch. 

They meandered about such things as whet their wives had heard, gos-

siped about federal agencies, sometirios speculated in childish ways 

about whet was outside their understanding. 

Thin Commission, rather than being en exception, was composed 

of the very busiest of men, men already overcommitted to the public 

service, except for the two with past intelligence connections, 

Allen W. Dulles, who presided over the Central Intelligence Agency 

during the period of its greatest growth and more spectacular dis-

asters, of which the Bay of Pigs is merely the one that led to his 

fated retiremeht; and the well-known international banker, John J. 

McCloy, whose delayed investigation in Dallas, already postponed for 

sir. months, was interrupted the first day by his urgent need to fly 

to Mexico for a hunting expedition. 
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a natter of fact, it eould hey° been difficult, if not impos-

sible, to select an acceptable Commission with members on friendlier 

terms with the government's intelligence community oecept, possibly, 

for the chairman, then Chief Justice Earl Werren, acrd Kentucky's 

Republican Senstor, John Shermaa Cooper. The late Senator Richard B. 

Russell of Georgia presided over the three-monkey legislative super-

vision of the CIA, a fictional control allegedly exercised but never 

a reality. House of Repreeentatives Republican Leader Gerald R. Ford, 

gung ho for the CIA, was and remeins one of Hoover's most vocal ad-

mirers. Until intrustions into his personal life becene intolerable 

for Louisiana Congressman Hale Boggs in the late spring of 1971, when 

he was Ford's Democratic counterpart, he, too, was Hoover's staunch 

suppolier. Then, when Boggs finally mode conplsint about the FBI, he 

still felt compelled to praise Hoover, saying of him no more then that 

Hoover had grown too old in his 147 year control of the FBI, which he 

had header: since its creation, than sp-ecinted to the job by a liberal 

Attorney General, Harlan ?Joke Stone, later tc become a Justice of 

the Supreme Court. 

An overshalming majority, five of the seven members appointed 

by the Democratic President, WSP6 from the minority Republican Party. 

This is exceptional, if not entirely unprecedented, in our political 

history. Intelligence and conservative interests were disproportion-

ately represented. Neither of the two Democrats, both Southerners, 

Russell and Boggs, W9.3 a political disciple cf the victim-ereseeent. 

In fact, the one perspective lneking in the Commission was the 

country's eajority, Kennedy philesophy. 
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The Commission inherited its fi
rst crises, of the accused asse

s-

sin's and his ausassin's FBI co
nnections. Its solution wee tra

ditional, 

not invented by modern American
 bureaucreey: evasion, semantic

s, lies 

and the destruction of evidence
. 

What it could not at around any
 other way, it burned, somethi

ng 

never until this moment reporte
d. 

took me five years of diligent d
igging in the suppressod 

Commissioa files to get the shoc
king proof of this, and than it 

was 

hidden where one would nova: think to look for it. 

rue Oommission's Report, 912 pages long and throe pounds heavy, 

was delayed from the first of June until the end of September 1964 by 

the need to get around this comp
lication in official life - that both 

the accused assassin and his assassin had been FBI informants. Two 

havinw 

months later, the laboring mouse/brought fort
h this mountain of words, 

it birthed an onornity of seemingly persuasive documentation, 26 more 

enormous volumes of "evidence",
 an entire range of verbal mountains, 

11 equal in six() to the Report 
itself. They occupy throe feet o

n my 

booltshelvos. 

Only an obfuscatco fragment of
 this, the vital evidence and 

the embarrassing official secret
, is anywhere in these estimated

 

10,000,000 words that to tnis d
ay hzvo not satisfied most Amer

icans. 

Not until page 325 of the Report
 did the Commission get around t

o its 

entirely false representation of
 the hidden fact that both Ruby 

and 

Oswald had boon FBI informants.
 Most of the Report is the irre

levant, 

background and biographical dat
a on Oswald and Ruby. The final

 sub-

stantive chapter, entitled to betoken something there never was, 

"Investization of Possible Conspiracy", again in biography, has a 
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minute subsection of slitghtly more than two of its 50 pages. This is 

heeded, deceptively, "Oswald Wes Not An Agent for the U. S. Gcvnrnment."  

I sdd emphasis to underscore the deception, 

Oswald, certainly, was not an "agent" of either the Fel or the 

CIA. But, without doubt, on June 26, 1962, outeide his home in Fort 

Worth, Texas, sittina in the car of FBI Agent John W. Fain, by Pain's 

own later. admission, Ocweld did agree to become on Fri informant. 

And Ruby, although you will not find it in either the Report 

or its yard-long, 26-volume appendage s  hod been a "criminal"  informant 

of the FBI. This is established, to the degree it can today be learned, 

in the estimated 300 cubic feat of COTIMi9710n files row stored in the 

National Archive:,. In theLn, the FBI's representation is that Ruby's 

S3rViC6S were valueless. 

The Mellen feet io that, long before hie 1962 agreement with 

tho FBI, while still in the Soviet Union, to which he had pretended 

to defect but never did, Oswald laid claim to servine the government. 

He di:? this in writing to John B. Connelly, w'so Oswald thought was 

still Secretary of the Navy. Connally was about to become governor 

of Texas. In 1971, slAhough a Democret, Connally headed the Treasury 

Deportment in the Republieen Nixon administration. 

In preconditioning the public to accent an unacceptable "solu-

tion" to the Asseseinotien of the popular President, government used 

"leaks"  to the press with consummate skill. But for all the fabled 

skill of the FBI, no one leak was ever traced to its source, eernaps 

one of the reasons is net the most significant, if not, indeed, also 

the greatest in number, were by the FRT. Avein, it was investigating 

itself. The results were predictable. 
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Ineone of their early private sessions, the transcripts of 

which were classified "TOP SECRET" and from which all of the staff 

except the Feeneral counsel were exauded, the Commission, frustrated 

after repeatedly reading in the papers chat should htme been the 

closest secrets - and the tailored release of which preeeternined and 

delimited dhat the Commission might do - questioned Ficholes Katzenbach 

about this. Katzenbach was then Deputy Attorney General, second to 

Robert Kennedy alone in the Department of Justice. This is the ver-

batim transcript: 

Sen. Russell: General, I see occasionally in the press 
articles that purport to :nave come from the F.B.I. as to bits 
of evidence and thtngs of that kind. How much of their find-
ings does the F.B.I. propose to release to the press before 
we present the findings of this Commission? 

Mr. Ketzenbech: Well Senator, T knc4 the story to which 
you are referring - 

Russell: WE been In the papers. 
Mr. Katzenbcch: Yes. And I know thst the Director and 

Mr. Belmont, who is the men in charge cf this particular in-
veetigatien, are utter3y ferlons et the information that got 
into the pre s. I talked with both of them on this subject. 
They say they are confident it could not have come from the 
Z.B.I., and I say with candor to this committee, I c.sn;t 
think of anybody else it could have come from ... 

If it was courageous of Katzenbech to speak so candidly about 

floover and the FBI, it may also account for his short career as 

Attorney General when he WS appointed to that post upon Kennedy's 

reeignation to run for the Senate. 

One of the tidbits fed the complacent and largely unquestion-

ing press is this letter. It was then played as in the Report (R386-7), 

to infer an Oswald proclivity toward violence. 

After a dubious and probably fraudulent "hardship" discharge 

from the Marine Corpe, allegedly to support his supposedly destitute 

mother, granted days before his enlistment expired, instead of caring 
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for her, Oswald chiseled a few bucks from her and want to the USSR. 

There ha promptly and publicly eretended co surrender his cieizenship, 

all the while being careful not to. The Navy, taking a dim view of 

what .appeared in the pepers, charmed his honorable diecharfee. This 

was Oswald's letter of protest and appeal. Tt is painted in full in 

the part of his biography that is in Appendix XIII (R710). 

Only what is deliberately misinterpreted es a threat is quoted 

in the text of the Report, "that he 4ould 'employ all means to right 

this groze mistake or injustice'." Thrt - end no more. 

But, what Oswald 1912111/ wrote is that "The story was blown 

up into nnother 'turncoat' eenoction ..." To this he ached a cenclud-

ing paragraph, entirely ignored by the press as by the Commiasion. 

It begins: 

I hove and ellwnyn (etc) had the full sanction of the U.S. 
rsbesey, Mc-coca USSR, end hence the U. C. Government. 

And It concludes by giving the Pmbessy as reference: 

For information I would direct ycu to consult the American 
Embassy, Chikovski St. 19/21, MO3C:OW, USSR. 

This is neither Oswald's only nor his strongest claim that he 

served intelligence interests in the U.S.S.R. The others, rather 

than being merely distorted, were entirely suppressed. I select this 

one precisely because it was made public and was twisted. Oswald, 

without refutation, claimed government sanction for his phony 

"defection". 

Allegations that he served the FBI were printed right after 

the assassination. They attracted little attention then and were 

soon entirely forgotten. These stories were ignored by the Commis-

sion until it dared do so no longer.'then it moved fest, docleieely, 

igegination and originality mixed with its uninhibited use of raw power. 
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The S.ocret Service wee first and more honest in transmitting 

reports that Oswald had been an FBI informant. of all government in-

vestigatito agencies used by the Commission, the best if still inade-

quate reccrd is that of the Secret Service. It was the only federal 

agency with legt1 jurisdiction when the President wen assassinated. 

But It was immeciately frozen out of all crucial areas by the omnipo-

tent FBI. If the Secret .service, subject to bureaucratic pressures 

as it was, with. careers on all lEvels dependent upon conformity with 

official policy, did become part of what in an earlier work I de-

scribed B3 the "cover-up" of the evidence sad the possible solution 

of the crime, it nonetheless immediately and without deviation pre-

sented the Warren Commission tith solid proofs that the Commission's 

pr edetermined conclusions were untenable. When this happened, 

FBI came to t11. Commicsion'a rescue end the Secret Service remained 

silent. The FBI began preempting aria excluding the Secret Ferviee 

less than 214 hours after those shots tA.161.460c. 	history of the world 

at 12:3C p.m. Della q time, Moverber 22, i96. 

The Commission designated its numbered files "Commission 

Documents" (CDs or CRc). The one numbered D20 contains a report from 
Ye C,1( fo•vim  

Spot:lc:1 Agent in Charge (SAIC) Lane Bertram of the Houston office. 

Its synopsis reads: 

Interview with R,yePton Post reporter Alcaso (sic) H. 
Hudkina III. He states Oswald reported to be on FBI pay-
roll as an informant, and other information. 

Thin 'other informction includes unsubstantiated belief that 

Ruby was part of a conspiracy. The paravaph about Oswald sr nn FBI 

informant reeds: 

On December 17, Mr. Rudkins advises that ha had just re-
turned from a weekend in Dallas, during which time he talked 
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to Allen Sweatt, Chief Criminal Division, Sheriff's Office, 
Dallas; Chief Sweatt mentioned that it was his opinion that 
Lee Harvey Oswald was being paid $200 a month by the FBI as 
an informant in connection with their subversive investiga-
tions. Re furnished the alleged informant number assigned 
to Oswald by the FBI as "S172". 

Sweatt was one of the kay figures in the immediately corrupted 

investiption. The asssadnation was committed a few hundred feet 

from his office, which wen immediately converted into a command post. 

( Among the, unive functions served there was the confiscation and, to 

the degree it could be, the suppression of as many ss possible of the 

pictures of the eseeesination) 

ry  ,,, „t----- 	(I published en entire book on this, PHOTOGRAPHIC WHITEWASH: 

Suppressed Kennedy Aesaseinatien Pictures. In the ensuing four years, 

there has been no complaint from any official on any level in any 

government, from the Dallas police and sheriff's offices up to the 

FBI, nor one from a sin3le monter or member of the staff of the warren 

Commission. Thera hi:s bean no complaint because there is no question 

about the fecte - and beerusa this book represents the first thorough 

resurrection from officio]_ oblivion of the suppressed evidence, of 

which 150 pages, largely ralevent FBI reports end Commission memo-

randa, ore  re;roduced in faceiNile.) 

When Bertram's report eesched the Werren Commiselon, File 320 

turned out to be one of its many "circular files". 

The 10BI knew about, thie before the Secret Service report got 

from Heueton to sAlohleeton. end bec.en corking on it - and Hudkins. 

The Secret Service kept in touch with Hudkins, as he did with 

it. Dutifully, when he got bite and pieces cf information from 

sources of unknown dependability, ha paaced them on to the Secret 

Service. He apperently did not truet the FBI. I have the Secret 
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Service reports. Later, when the government was in a bind on the 

question of 'whether or not Oswald was an agent or informant, Hudkins 

was defamed as "not very reliable" because he had told federal inves-

tigators only what he had himself been told, so they could investigate 

these tips.. This was, after all, their function, not his. 

Six pages from two unpublished files, four from 320 and two from 

349 (Secret Service Contool Nos. 705 end 782), illustrate Hudkins,  

"unreliability" and the "reliability" of the Secret Service and its 

source. One example is the report that reached Hudkins "that citi-

zens of the United States had entered into en agreement or plot to 

assassinate Premier Castro of Cuba," one inference being that this 

could have inspired Oswald to assassinate Kennedy. 

Today there is nothing new in this. It is beyond question. 

It might have been then to any government intelligence agency of any 

kind, for some, like the CIA, wore involved. Others, like the FBI, 

had the obligation of enforcing such laws as the neutrality act. A 

sister agency of the Secret Service, the customs service. conducted 

raids to frustrate these adventures once President Kennedy forbade 

them as one result of the Cuba Missile Crisis. A number of the mer-

cenaries involved in this and similar plots had no reluctance is 

describing them in detail to me. They gave me pictures of their com-

panions, described their preparations, identified those from whom 

they received assistance, and explained how they failed. In one case, 

a real CIA agent, also a Bay of Pigs prisoner, told me of a plot 

against Castro that failed only because, on a last-minute whim, Castro 

shifted from the jeep in which he had been riding when his convoy 

stopped. The one he abandoned sustained a direct hit by a bazooka 

shell - American-supplied. Its occupants were killed. 
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Hudkins at first believed his source was his paper's Washington 

representative, Felton West, who later said he knew nothing about it. 

Bertram's December 12 report to "Protective Research" in Washington, 

which is the White House security detail, urged that "a member of the 

Houston Pest Washington Bureau by the name of O'Leary not be contacted 

or in any way be permitted to obtain this information in this report." 

Hudkins, learning from West that West claimed not to have been 

the source, immediately told Bertram of the apparent error and said he 

would check his notes to learn the identity of his source (File 349). 

West had begin city editor of the Houston paper before becoming 

its Washington representative. He was called to the White House and 

interviewed by the chief of Protective Research and an inspector of 

the Secret Service. West then identified this O'Leary as "formerly 

Science Editor of the Houston Pest" but said he "had died in New 

Zealand while accompanying an Antarctic expedition end that Mr. O'Leary 

was buried in Dallas some few days before the assassination of Presi-

dent Kennedy." (File 320, Ccntrcl 705) 

This o'Leary is the well-known Jeremiah O'Leary of the Washing-

ton Star who no doubt would have been surprised to learn of his burial 

in Dallas as a prelude to the "crime of the century", which he cov-

ered. (File 349) 

Another of Hudkins' tips is that Lieutenant George Butler, 

correctly identified as the head of the Dallas Police Juvenile Bureau 

(although his chief function seems to have been "internal security", 

seeing to it that there was no Communist subversion in the Dallas 

Polical), had said of the President in Hudkins' presence, "I'm glad 

the son-of-s-bitch is deed, but I wish it had not happened in Dallas." 

Butler, with exactness beyond question, is described as a "rightist". 
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Considering the extremist groups of the extreme right fringe he ad-

dressed and praised, the description is hardly an exaggeration. Nor 

is it less interesting that it is Butler who reportedly gave the all-

clear signal to move Oswald, signifying that the car in which he was 

to have been spirited away was in place when, in fact, it was not. 

Bad it been, it would have been impossible for Ruby to shoot Oswald, 

for the one clear spot, the one from which he did shoot, is precisely 

where the car was supposed to have been. 

Butler, when last I heard of him, had quietly been shifted to 

administration of the jail. 

With these reports attributed to Hudkins accurate, not inaccu-

rate, werhave a means of comparing his "unreliability" with official 

"reliability". His unofficial fryingpan seems less black than the 

official kettle. 

But on the subject of the December 17 information, "that Lee 

Hervey Oswald was being paid $200 a month by the FBI as an informant 

in connection with their subversive investigations," the Secret Ser-

vice was more circumspect. It was handled by telephone - 46 dais 

later. 

Typically, that is filed in still another of those round files 

in which it is so easy to lose things, the mere depositing in differ-

ent files being enough to make retrieval difficult. 

Bertram's January 24, 1964, report to "Chief", James J. Rowley, 

is Secret Servioe Control Number 1011. It is in the Commission's 

File 372, not 320 or 349. It is brief. It reports other forthcoming 

stories saying Oswald had been an FBI informant and has two other 

short paragraphs. The first begings, "This will acknowledge receipt 

of long distance call from Inspector Elliott Thacker on January 23, 
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requesting information contained" in the first report. The last sen-

tence reads, "This was furnished," that is, by phone. 

The second paragraph begins, "Later the return call was made 

to Inspector Thacker advising that additional information had been 

received." The barest possible reference is made to that phoned-in 

information. 

The reason for this January 23 phone cell will soon become ap-

parent. It was part of a crisis, the Commission's first big one and 

perhaps its most serious. 

A week to the day prior to Hudkins' report to Bertram of what 

he had been told by Chief Criminal Deputy Sheriff Sweatt, Joseph C. 

Goulden, then a reporter for the Philadelphia Inquirer,  had a story 

in its Sunday, December 8, issue. Two of its five paragraphal on this 

subject say: 

The FBI attempt to recruit Oswald aw an informant, an in- 
formed law enforcement source said, was made in September, 
just after he had moved to Dallas from New Orleans. 

(Actually, when Oswald left New Orleans in September, he want 

to Mexico, thence to Dallas, arriving in October. His wife and 

daughter had moved to Dallas in September.) 

The source said he did not know if the FBI succeeded in hir-
ing Oswald; and the federal agency would not discuss the 
mattee. 

An earlier paragraph identifies Oswald's function as "en under-

cover informant in Castro groups." 

But tho headline on Goulden's story, consistent with its "lead", 

is "Ruby Posed as TV Cameraman's Helper to Get at Oswald." This save 

the FBI a perfect opening for the use of one of its lesser-known but 

highly developed skills, obfuscation. So anxious was the FBI to lay 
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to rest these rumors, that the man it said killed the President was 

one of its own, that it waited until the ninth day after appearance 

of Goulden's story to question him. And so penetratingly did they plan 

to interrogate him that they did it - by telephone: 

This was neither the first nor the last time the FBI used the 

phone to avoid embarrassing confrontation with uncongenial evidence, 

especially about Oswald's official connections. It was done eaten-

lively in New Orleans, to avoid direct contact with those who had 

knowledge of the assassinated assassin's CIA connections. 

In still another of those Commission files, this one No. 391, 

there is the December 16, 1963, report of Philadelphia Special Agent 

John R. Wineberg's interview with Gouldan. It is from the FBI's 

Philadelphia File 44-767. 

It may help the reader's understanding to know that there was 

no need for this scattering of these reports on a single subject 

through so many different Commission files. Many of the more than 

1500 numbered ones are greater than book-length. All these larger 

files contain reports of different dates on varied subjects from dif-

ferent sources. Some are so large that, in binding, one file becomes 

three volumes. However, the Wineberg reporting is the only thing in 

Commission File 391. 

Its single paragraph tells the entire story: 

JOSEPH GOULDEN, Reporter, "Philadelphia Inquirer," tele-
phonically advised that he had contacted the unidentified 
law enforcement officer in Dallas, Peaces , over the week and 
by telephone, who had previously told GOULDEN in Dallas thrt 
JACK LEON RUBY had gained entrance to the basement of the 
Dallas Police Department by posing as a TV cameraman's helper 
on the day that LEE HARVEY OSWALD was shot and who had also 
told him that LEE HARVEY OSWALD at one time had been con-
tacted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation to become an 
informant. GOULDEN declined to identify the law enforcement 
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officer after having talked to him on the telephone. He 
did say, however, that the officer told him that the matter 
was being "handled through proper channels." GOULDEN said 
he did not question the officer further as to what these 
channels were. 

Thus, in its pretended investigation of reports that Oswald 

had been its man, the FBI, in this report, almost escapes mention of 

it, glossing it over in a clause. But this meager report served a 

purpose: to fell back upon, if later asked, to support the opinion 

that "there is nothing to it." The FBI could then say it had inter-

viewed Goulden, who had nothing of value. 

But, as with Hudkins, the FBI had to go back to Goulden, again 

not until after the same crisis, not until February 12. Wineberg's= 

report in in yet another Commission file, No. 463. Consistently, 

there is nothing else in than file, either. In this case, the FBI 

Philadelphia Field Office file number is also different, 105-9953. 

The Headquarters file, in Washington, is 105-3255. The scant, two-

paragraph reporterequlred a paragraph of synopsis, each on separate 

pages. 

This is neither as pointless nor as foolish as it seems for 

the synopsis, intended to save the time of busy officials, succeeds 

in conveying three deceptions: 

HUDKINS in Philadelphia covering National Council of 
Churches Convention early 12/63, which was before GOULDEN 
went to Dallas to write assassination story. GOULDEN aware 
of assassination matter only from what he learned in Phila-
delphia from news media and recalls no conversation with 
HUDKINS in Philadelphia in which GOULDEN said OSWALD was 
FBI informant. 

Now, it happens that Hudkins and Goulden were old friends, 

having both, earlier, covered the Dallas courthouse when Goulden 

worked there. They remained friends, and when Hudkins was in Plena- 

'his, on a day easily established and entirely unreported, as 
wineL 

put it, "HUDKINS was at the GOULDEN residence for dinner and a sou 
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That "Up to this time, GOULDEN had no direct, first-hand knowl-

edge of the assassination and was aware of the assassination only from 

news media in Philadelphia" is so irrelevant to what L;oulden wrote and 

was published Loecember 8 it amounts to a deliberate misrepresentation, 

a conscious effort to deceive those who might read Wineberg's report. 

The second, shorter paragraph is worth repeating in full: 

HUDKINS had covered the assassination etory in Dallas for 
his paper, the "Houston Post," and they did discuss the as-
sassinsticn. GOULDER said he did not recall that they dis-
cussed the possibility of OSWALD's having beon an informant 
of the FBI; however, they did discuss many phases of the 
case. He also pointed out that anything he (GOULDEN) might 
have said about the matter would have been based on whet, he 
had heard or read in Phladelphia. 

One possible, and I think intended, interpretation of the 

second sentence is to cast doubt on Hudkins' dependability, for hod 

he not failed to tell his good friend of this big story? And who in 

the FBI was going to ask the Secret service about its later Hudkins 

report? Hod the Warren Commies ion had any siacere interest in getting 

at the truth, it would not have been easy. These Hudkins reports were 

all in different files - each in a different file - and there are yet 

others. 

The concluding sentence seems pretty clearly designed to convey 

the notion that, regardless of what he had written, Goulden "had no 

direct, first-hand knowledge" and "that enything he (GOULDEN) might 

have said about the matter would have been based on whet he had heard 

or read in Philadelphia." 

The FBI was careful to avoid embarrassment either to itself or 

to the Commission. It went out of its way not to provide copies of 

the Hudkins or Goulden reporting on Oswald as its "subversive" in-

formant. When, after diligent personal search in the Archives, I 
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could find no copies there, I wrote the Archivist that the copies of 

"these reports, as supplied me, have no copies of the pertinent stories 

written by these reporters. If they are in the files, I would like 

copies." For six years I have maintained a deposit account at the 

National Archives. I pay the cost of all such requests in advance. 

The Xeroxing, in fset, was at a rate three to four times greater than 

those prevailing commercially. And, no copy of either story was pro-

vided. 

Thur, any Commission official readin; this Wineberg report or 

its summary would not readily uneerstand that the "investigation" was 

supposed to be about whether Oswald had been en FBI informant. 

In this same letter to the Archivist, I asked for 3 page from 

still another file, No. 385. It had not been supplied me. There are 

five that are relevant, pages 104-108. No-e-eruh-t— n-te,- 10E 'had 

been omitted. 

That page is another deception that cannot be accidental. It 

is a summery report dealing with what a secondhand source is alleged 

to have said so elliptically and indefinitely that the actual source 

of what is attributed to Hudkins cannoL be identified from it. The 

story is too simple, too well-known to have been belled up by accident. 

Hudkins had spoken by telephone to Mrs. Ruth Paine, with whom 
/ev,;11, 

the Oswelds lived nefr Dallas, Lee returning 

-urbab-Irsaitg on weekends. They weds an appointment for Hudkine to 

visit her later in the day. During the conversation, Hudkins had men-

tioned that Marguerite Oswald, Lea's mother, a practical nurse, had 

told a "socially prominent" woman for whom she had worked that "her 

son was doing important anti-subversive work." These are the words of 

FBI Dallas Agent Ivan D. Lee to whom Mrs. Paine had spoken whenthe 
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"telephonically advised that she had just talked with" Hudkins by 

phone. This was, according to Lee's report, FBI Dal'as File DL 100- 

10461 (page 104), on December 28. Lee did not bother dictating his 

exhausting lOgline report until December 31. It was not typed until 

January 3, 1964, such was the interest of the F3I. 

The "socially prominent" woman was located without difficulty 

(page 107). She is Mrs. Lowell N. Rosenthal. The summary report of 

this interview, bearing the initials of one of the agents in charge 

of correlating the Dallas Investigation, Robert P. Gemberling, also 

only 10 lines long, says that the December 29 interview with Mrs. 

Rosenthal had "previously been reportec". This paraphrase of what 

that report says is: 

In this interview Mrs. ROSENTHAL stated that from conversa- 
tion with Mrs. MARGUERITE OSWALD that her son who Nns in Russia 
was working for the U. 	Government in Russia ... (sic) 

There was nothing new in chic. Mrs. Osaald had so charged 

directly to the govrnnment before her son's repatriation. She had 

repeated it on every possible ocoasion. Time after time, when she 

was later to say it on radio and TV shows, the FBI got tapes of them, 

clandestinely, and they were thereafter suppressed by the National 

Archives on direct order of the FBI. Only the existence of an entirely 

inadequate summary of the Commission's numbered files disclosed that 

what the FBI WPS suppressing was public - had been aired on radio and 

TV! This was contrary to the expressed desire of Commission Chairman 

Warren and then-Attorney General Robert Kennedy, both of whom desired 

everything possible be made available for research. They had so 

directed. 

But nobody directs Hoover, who refused to talk to his theoretical 

boss, the Attorney General, beginning not long after the Attorney 
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General's brother was assassinated. 

On December 29, the day after Hudkins visited Mrs. Paine, the 

FBI sent Agent Kenneth C. Howe to see her. His report (page 105) 

quotes her as having "furnished the following information concerning 

this contact by HUDKINS": 

HUDKINS referred to an article which he stated had ap-
peared in the New York Times, either December 26 or 27, 
1963, which article conjectdued that LEE HARVEY OSWALD 
probably made a deal with the U. S. Government to work in 
its behalf in anti-subversive endeavors in return for be-
ing granted permission to return to the United States. She 
stated that the article reportedly goes on to bring out that 
OSWALD probably was not being watched any more closely than 
he was by the FBI because OSWALD was working for or on be-
half of the government. 

After a third paragraph dealing with what Hudkins had quite 

correctly attributed to Mrs. Rosenthal, Howe wrote, 

Mrs. PAINE stated that HUDKINS' primary purpose of (sic) 
seeing her wss in an effort to gat soma confirmation, if 
possible, of the possibility OSWALD was actually working on 
behalf of the U. S. Government prior to the assassination. 

This, Mrs. Paine said, she could not confirm. 

An entirely different version le given by one of the agents 

most directly involved, the FBI's Dallas "Os4ald ozpart", James P. 

Hasty, Jr. He and Agent Bardwell D. Odum interviewed Mrs. Paine 

January 3, 19614.. T1uir• report (page 108) is short, having but nine .  

lines. The first paragraph rends: 

Mrs. RUTH PATE, 2515 '::est 5th Street, Ldvised that 
LONNIE HUDKINS of the Houston Post newspaper, in his con-
tact with her on Ssturday, December 23, 1963, had strtec 
that the FBI was foolish to deny that Agent JOSEPH ROSTI 
(reference to SA JAMES P. HOSTY, JR.) had tried to develop 
LEE HARVEY OSWALD as an informant. Mrs. PAINE stated she 
made no comment one way or the other tc RUMEN'S ragardin7 
this remark. 

And this, not the Howe fiction, is the nitty-gritty: Did 

Hosty try to "develop" Oswald "as sn informant"? 
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To this paragraph is appended a single sentence that cannot 

be true: 

Mrs. PAINE stated that she knew thPt SA HOSTY had not 
interviewed LES HARVEY OSWALD. 

Mrs. Paine had no way of knowing, one way or the other, whether 

or not Hosty had interviewed Oswald. Nor is it merely s question of 

"interviewine. There is the question of pressuring. Further decep-

tion is served in what Hosty omits, that he hed interviewed both Mrs. 

Paine Rad Marina Oswald before the assassination and, what wes care-

fully hidden, had leaned on Oswald further by makini; defamatory remarks 

about his wife in the form of questions to Irving neighbors. 

Based on these pre-assassinetion interviews, not all of which 

are acknowledged in the Warren Report, if Mrs. Paine had been disposed 

to make a guess about whether or not Hasty had interviewed Osweld, 

she could not have avoided the possibility Aosty had, for she, psrson-

ally, had told &sty how to find Oswald at work. 

What better reason for Hasty to quote her as seyina "that she 

knew that SA HOSTY had not interviewed LEE HARVEY OSWALD"? 

With the passing of a reasonable amount of time, end without 

public announcement, Hoover disciplined Hosty and reassigned him to 

the lisnses City office. Whether the disciplining was for soma un-

specified transgression or for felling in his mission can only be 

conjectured; but if it ie the former, everyone in the FBI who could 

do so went out of his way to say the opposite before the Warren 

Commission. 

The effort to make little of varied and needlessly confused 

accounts of the numerous reports of Oswald as an FBI and/or CIA 
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informant, co complete that not even copies of the published newspaper 

accounts remain, if they ever were, in the Commission's files (and no 

single report says a single clipping is attached), was not a disap-

pointment to the Commission. None of the foregoing - and much more -

was hidden from it or its staff. This is not conjecture. 

Among the hundreds from whom the Commission took testimony, 

neither Hudkins nor Sweatt nor Goulden nor the author of the New York  

Times story was includec:. The original belles source of the story 

that Oswald had been en FBI informant was not Sweatt but Bill Alexander, 

the sort of wild-west assistant district attorney, a rough-looking 

and reputedly rough-acting character. •Therefore, the Commission also 

elected not to take testimony from Alexander (who also had other in-

teresting involvenente tending to link him with Oswald, also ignored 

by tic Commission). 

Bow better pursue the truth without fear or diversion, dili-

gently and persistently, wherever it led; what better way of lterning 

whether or not the accused Presidential assassin was or Was being 

recruited to be an FBI Informant than by refusing to take testimony  

from a single one of the sources of published reports that he was? 

Here, in the context of their busy lives and other public com-

mitments, it is possible to make a kind of defense of the members of 

the Commission as distinguished from its staff. This is not to say 

they are innocent, nor is tt to say that these men, all with long 

careers in government, were not thoroughly' familiar with the workings 

of any bureaucracy, especially one with motives of self-interest and 

self-preservation. They should have known better. One, much later, 

confessed to me his belief that "we were never told all about Oswald 

and his connections." 
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In the context of their many other pressing preoccupations, it 

is possible to suggest that the members, particularly on this aspect 

of the investigation, were the creatures of their staff, ware boxed 

in, lied their decisions pre-determined for them. They were somewhat 

like ringed and chained bulls who, should they dare to run, treed on 

the chain dangling from a steel ring affixed to the soft tissue between 

the nostrils. One step on any part of that chain and the pain in the 

nose is excruciating. The bull pulls up ehort, stops, then walks 

slowly, if at all. 

The Commission held a number of what are called "executive ses-

sions". These are not uncommon with committees of Congress, commis-

sions and similar bodies. It is a polite way of saying secret sessions. 

Aside from the members of the Commission, the court reporter and General 

Counsel J. Lea Rankin, they were clone. renkin, also a Republican, had 

been Solicitor General of the United Systes, the govornment's lawyer, 

part of the Department of Justice, where he made and preserved many 

lasting friendships. Until both realized it was indelicate, hie early 

and suppressed Commission correspondence with Jr. Edgar Hoover began 

with the aelutotion, "Dear Edger". 

During one of these session, on Monday, February 2L, 1964, 

Chairman Warren, reflecting the lingering concern over whether or not 

the reports that Oswald had been "En undercover agent for the FBI", 

raised the question again. what follows is an unedited, verbatim 

reproduCtion from pages 1598 end 1599 of the official, TOP SECRET, 

transcript: 

The Chairman. The next item on the agenda is status report 
on allegation that Lee Harvey Oswald was an undercover agent 
for the Federal Bureau of Investigation or other Federal in- 
vestigative agency. 	Mr. Rankin? 

Mr. Rankin. 4,:e have enclosed as part of your exhibits here 
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here what we have in regard to the various affidavits of agents, 
Mr. Hoover personally, and the interviews that were had with 
the various Dallas officials and newspaper reporters. We 
checked out Mr. Hudgkins, as you will recall, who seat me the 
source of the rumor, and we checked out all other sources, and 
the repots are here, and they all show negative. There wasn't 
any disclosure by Mr. Hudgkins. He said he had such informs- 
tion, but he refused to disclose his source, and he did riot 
indicate that he had anything more than the number that he said end 
the claim that there was such a relationship. That is all hero 
in these reports. 

Rankin, who was to become New York City's law officer as its 

corporation counsel, did not tell the truth. As the reports already 

cited show beyond any question, Hudkins not only never "refused to dis-

close his source," but he made it explicit. Further, federal investi-

gators had traced the information from Sweatt to Assistant D. A. 

Bill Alexander. The sole purpose served by this blatant lie was to 

persuade the Commissioners that there was no substance to the reports. 

As the reader has seen by now it is anything but true that "we have 

checked out all the sources, and the reports are here, and they all 

show negative." 

If those, especially of the major media tend the eastern intel-

lectual community, particularly those "liberals" who blindly say, in 

effect, that Earl Warren could make no mistake, forgetting that Jesus 

trusted Judas, had instead assessed the available evidence alone, they 

would have known that certainly someone had done wrong. But by their 

blind, unthinking, irrational and entirely unsupported assault on 

those who raised questions about the integrity end motives of the 

official investigation end its conclusions, they may well have made 

impossible any legitimate defense of the members of the Commission. 

This one excerpt might open some closed eyes. 

This is but the beginning of the story, the tiny particle that 

can be pieced together from a single aspect of what the Commission 
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sew unfit to publish when it did publish an estimated 10,000,000 words 

in a total of 27 tomes. 

Gerald 
Rooublicen Leader/Ford is a successful politician. He Is not, 

however, renowned for tact or diplomacy. Paid with public funds to 

be a member of the Warren Commission and thus privy to its secrets, 

and with a ghostwriter provided by the ever-Accommodating taxpayers, 

his name sppenrs cn two different private "Warren Reports", the first 

appeering in the issue of Life immediately after the official Report 

appeared end the second a book, "Portrait of the Aesessin". The 

book was first published by Simon and Schuster in 1965. It was re-

printed in paperback by Ballantine Books the next year. 

The ghost was John R. Stiles, a long-time friend who had man-

aged Ford's ftrst campaign in 1948. Thus, seeording to the boo1,2s 

final page, "About the Authors", it uas "natural ... t4sy Mr. Stiles 

became Congressman Ford's special assistant throughout the Congress-

man's ten-month service on the Warron Commineion." 

Translation from officialese gobblocygook: The Trefsury paid 

for Ford's ghost. The Commission had its on staff. 

What is "natural" is that, with so cress r'  commercialization, 

as 11th all literary effort that supports the report, no charge of 

"scavenging'' has been leveled rt the respectable end respected Con-

gressmen. That libel has been reserved eeclurively for those who 

publicly dispute the official mythology about this r.ssessinetion. 

As one so defamed, entirely seriously, without fingers crossed or 

anything like that, I here express my own and I hope what will some 

to be a national appreciation of Ford's "natural" commercial instincts. 
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For he is s blabbermouth. 

It is for this alone that we are In his debt. 

If he said far loss than he might end should have, ha also 

said too much for the survival of the official fairytale. 

This 13 the beginning of his bock: 

No sooner hid the Commission investigating President Ken-
nedy's assassination assembled its staff and tentatively out-
lined methocls of operation than it Tens plunged into an astound-
ing problem. On Wednesday, January 22, the members of the 
Commission were hurriedly called into emergency session by the 
chairmen. Mr. J. Lee Rankin, newly appointed General Counsel 
for the Commission, had received a telephone cell from Texae. The caller was Mr. Waggoner Carr, the Attorney General of Texas. The information was that the FBI had nn "undercover agent" and 
that that agent was none other than Lee Harvey Oswald, the al-
leged assassin of Presicent Kennedy! 

Prior to that day the newspapers had carried an inconspicu-
ous article or two speculating on whether Oswald could have 
been an agent of any United States Government agency. Mrs. 
Marguerite Oswald had made statements thi she thought her 
son must have been tied in with the CIA or the State Depart-
ment. But now the elmrm had been sounded by s high official; 
and the Dallas prosecutor, Mr. Henry Wade, who had also re-
ported the rumor, was himself a former FBI man. 

Individual members of the Commission got the first inkling 
of the seriousness of Carrie report when they met in emergency 
session late in the afternoon of the twenty-eecon. of January. 
Each hod roceived an urgent massage to coma at 5:30 p.:. to 
the Commission's office in the Veterans of Foreign Wars Build-
ing. My secretary had contacted ma immedietely. I happened 
to be in a subcommittee hearing in connection with my normal 
duties on military appropriations. Tha other members of the 
Commission--Chief Justice Earl Warren, Senators Richard B. 
Russell and John Sherman Cooper, Congroesman Hale Bogga, John 
J. McCloy end Allen W. Dulles--were going about their busy 
schedules. 

On the arrival of the members, each took his place around 
the eight-foot oblong table. The late hour sled the oomplete disruption of everyone's persons]. plans added to tho atmos-
phere of tension. I was already overdue to leave the office, 
go home, change to evening clothes end attend the dedication 
of the new Museum of History and Technology. The Chief Jus-
tice had the same problem. He was the scheduled speaker at 
this important event. 

J. Lee Rankin, General Counsel of the Commission, then re-
ported the startling allegations to the members. They looked 
at one another In amazement. 

The session thet followed lasted until after seven. I can 
not recall attending a meeting more tense end hushed. 
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The Commission made the decision to ask the Texas Attorney 
GenerP1, Dietrict 4ttorney L1ode and any other Dallas officials 
who had knowledge of these allegations to come nt once to Wash-
ington and secretly present what they had heard. There should 
be absolutely no publicity. 

Thu Texas officials slipped into the nation's capital with 
complete anonymity. They met with L30 Rankin end other members 
of the staff and tcld what they knew. The information was that 
Lee Osweld we tetually hired by the FBI; that he was acsigned 
the undercover-agent number 179; that he woe un the FBI payroll 
at two hundred dollars a month starting in September 1962 and 
that he was still on their payroll the day he was apprehended 
in the Texas Theatre after having gunned down Officer 3. D. 
Tippit! The officials returned to Dallas after their visit on 
Friday, J-nurry 24. Their presence in Washington wee unknown 
to the press or the public. 

This sensation was little noted on publication, has been en-

tirely forgotten except for a few still researching the assassination, 

and spurred mo to more intensive investigetions in on of the two 

most carefully hidden and most important elements of the assassina-

tion evidence. The first thing I had written on the assessin,tion, 

almost as noon as the President was buri-0, Is whet is called e 

"lead and summary" for a magazine article that could not be published. 

My scent reported that all major magazines were practically terrified 

and would print only what was consistent with whet :;overnm)nt 

The topic sentence read, "Lee Harvey Oswald could not have boon 

persona non grata to the FBI." 

This modest representation was obvioue to one with my background 

as en investigative reporter, a Senate investigator, and an intelli-

gence analyst. It must have occurred to hundrah, immediately. But 

the FBI carefully brushed over all the trail. 

Sensational as is Congressman Ford's blabbing-for-bucks, it 

is still a considerable understatement. It in no way discloses -

does not even suggest - the unbelievable national scandal, en in-

credibility like nothing in our history, that immediately followed 
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and then, save for a single bureaucratic oversight, was completely 

hidden. 

This "crisis" is reported only in Ford's for-personal-profit 

"Warren Report", not in the official one. The official one bears no 

hint of this or the fact behind it. There were these three feet con-

taining millions of words of "evidence" the Commission publiehed, but 

in them no space for this sensation, as there was for none of the 

smell eempling of relevant reports I helm juet cited. 

The Commission did not, on its own, decide to give the mourn-

ing nation this large selection of its collection of whet, for the mo 

most pert, is irrelevant. It published thews 26 volumes of testimony 

and appendages only under White House preseuro, snother feat until 

now not given the public. 

Commiesicn-articulated resistento to publishing much of any-

thing mere than a bit of ibe carefully selected propegande rambled 

on for pages in its TOP SECRET executive sessions. Here are a few 

excerpts from pages 5672-5374: 

Tho Cheirmen. My thought is this, on that subject. I 
wonder if we are under any obligation to print tale tren-
script. I think we have to print our report. But to print 
this appendix is going to coat, as I sow there, for 2,000 
copies -- if we have 10 volumes, it will cost $259,000. 
And 2,000 copies would not be anything. Every Congressman, 
every Senator would went a number of copies for his libraries 
and so forth, as they do with the Congressional Record. And 
it would amount to a wart sum of money. 

And why shouldn't we just file our report in printed form, 
and then file with the transcript. end then if Congress or 
someone else wants to have it printed later, lot them print 
it. ... 

Mr. Dulles. ... But I quite agree with the Chief Justice, 
Make this available so nobody con say you have not tried to 
make the whole thing secret. But to print all the testimony 
you have taken 	some of it has been terribly detailed. If 
historians later went to rend it over and work on it, well 
and good, but I don't think anybody would nay any attention 
to it to begin with. 
* * * 



Mr. Dulles. Well, as the Chief Justice says, if Congress 
wants to appropriate the money to print it, let them do it. 

The Chairman. Sure. T-ie would not conceal it. We would 
make it available to them. If they wanted to print it, they 
could do it. 
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entirely different attitude, as 

early TOP SECRET executive session 

access to the transcripts of which, 

would be denied even its trusted 

Until pressured, it had an 

disclosed by this excerpt from an 

from which it excluded its staff, 

the chairman assured the members, 

employees: 

Rep. Bogge: Mr. Chief Justice, who sees this 
this men is mnking hors? 

Chairmen: That is supposed to be Top '1ocret, 
reporter and this Commission, and no cne else. 
that is the understanding. 

Rep. Boggs: All ri!ht. 
Chairmen: We could not have less than thtt. 
Rep. Boggs: I just wentod to make sure. 

transcript 

between the 
I am sure 

Whet WEE not clossificd, that for which there wee smplo apace, 

is page after pree cf cheesecake pictures of Jock Ruby's herdfoced 

and softbodied strippers on the one extreme, their hprdnr,zs no mere 

related to the assassination than their scftness; rnd on the other, 

such pseuio-science Fa the FBI's detailed enelyeie of hairs found on 

a blanket known to have been Osweld'e. Phase were pubic hairs, the 

FBI's science estebliAhnd after hours of the most compliceted study, 

and Osweld's pubic hairs at that. Why it is significr.nt that Ocw-ld's  

pubic hairs wore on Oswald's blanket is an arcane secret of the secret 

police, but the Commission :ns impressed. The whole schmeer is in the 

appended volumes es it is in the Report, complete ulth enlarged cross-

sections (R587), for all the world as though whose pubic hairs were 

on Osweld'e blanket should to of interest to anyone besides his wife. 

And thus we can learn, in examining this most subtle "proof" 

on how the President was assassinated and by whom, by study of this 

full-page drawing titled, "DIAGRAM OF A HAIR," that each :1P3 eight 
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parts. Imagine that./ Each tiny hair, eight parts, no less! They are 

clearly identified: root, shaft, scales, cuticles cortex, medula, pig-

ment and cortical fusi. So that all of this could
 bc understood 

clearly, the FBI's much larifer drawing, even In r
eduction for Commis-

sinn reproduction, presents the cross-section of a
 hair blown up to 

an inch and e quarter. 

Now this, to this Commission. 14'3 how to god/5 the
 assaesing-

tion. Not by any genuine inquiry into, for exampl
e, whther the sole 

mail it aver considered .sight have been the -esass
in bad such compli-

cations in his life as association. of any nature,
 no matter how re-

mote, with government intelligence, either the CIA
, the FBI, or both. 

These exaggerated examples serve to highlight wha
t really  

transpired in those TOP SECRET executive sessions. 

It is possible to think too harshly about individ
ual members, 

like Boogs, from leaking at their let-down hair, possible to attri-

bute more guilt to hhem than may be juatifivd. 
Whet I bellow) the 

Commissioners never realized is how raueh they wor
e the erosturoo of 

their stuff, the lawyers they thought served them alone, and the FBI, 

which did almoet all its investigating, If that is what the FBI really 

did for the Commission. 

some of the members, from time to time, expressed 
Jaundiced 

views in their TO? SECRET Itaffee klatches. HoNeve
r, Boggs End Ford 

never lost their frith in the FBI. 

The year after they issued their Report, they 
mpg 9 ,1 Joint 

television appearance in New Orleans, not for a moment reelizing their 

self-indictment. These are the words of the Assoc
iated Prose 'iccount, 

from the Washingtoh Post of June 7, 1965: 
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Both men also expressed the view that if the FBI and the 
Secret Service had jurisdiction in the investigation of the 
shooting of President Kennedy, then the killing of Lee Harvey 
Oswald would not have occurred. The two agencies, they said, 
would hove provided more safeguards for Oswald, the accused 
assessin. 

Aside from a coif-indictment for not having sold this in their 

Report, it is an indictment of the Asides pollee also not in that Report. 

With this mixed picture, part in sharp focus, pert fuzzy, a 

picture of the Commission never before Axposed, a picture of Oswald 

as P government informant and the serious emergency with which this 

possibility confronted the entire government when he was accused of 

being the Presidential assassin, end a glimpse of how government 

runotioned when in this unperelleled predicament, we big what to me 

has been a non-fiction detective story for the more-than-seven years 

during which I have been trying to ferret out the suppressed esidence. 

It comes from rooting out the secreted documents and from 

extensive personal investigations. 

Was Oeweld reelly connected with any  federal sgenci? Was h0 

connected with more than ono? Had he had connectiene, broken them, 

and was he being harassed to resume them at the time of the 

assessinstion? 

It may or may not be possible to reach e definitive answer. 

Certainly, if we do, it will not be with the help of either the CIA 

or the FBI. The question is one that, in the national interest, must 

be addressed and, to the degree possible, answered. Before returning 

to the Commission's secret misconduct on this, acts like nothing in 

our recorded history - a  thing so scandalous and culpable it con hardly 

be  imagined - we should and do examine the strange consistency in 
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Oswald, beginning with his boyhood, whon he did what makes sense only 

if he conceived himself some kind of amateur spy. 



"I Lived Three Lives" 

As son and brother, Robert Oswald is an exceptional man. It 

is not many who can, with no knowledge of their own, summon the inner 

resources required to call his brother a Presidential assassin and to 

blame this on his mother. And, when a book ('Lee') not of his writing 

but bearing his name appeared, Robert was without reluctance in express-

ing himself. Then the words came from his own mouth - and they promoted 

"his" book. (It was written by Myrick and Barbara Land.) 

In a December 17, 1967, appearance on Dallas TV Station WFAA, 

as reported by the Associated Press, "I conclude that Lee alone fired the 

three shots." The subheading later in the story is simple and explicit, 

"Blames Mother." 

This amateur psychiatry did not originate with Robert. From "his" 

writing, it began with eminent counsel for the Warren Commission: 

... I received a telephone call from Wesley J. Liebeler, an 
assistant counsel ... He told me he was in an isolated cabin 
or ski lodge working on one chapter of the Commission's Report. 
He had reached the point where he wanted to reveal Lee's motives 
for shooting the President, he said, and that was why he was 
calling me. "When you want to know something," he said, "you go 
directly to the man who should know the answer." 

Robert "knew" so much about his brother he didn't know even the 

size of his family. Almost anyone Lee knew had seen more of him than 

had Robert. Thus, this Commission and its counsel in charge of the 

chapter on "conspiracy," when the question of motive perplexed, as well 

it should, selected Robert as "the man who should know the answeF -

when Robert had no way of knowing - and went "directly" to him, by 

phone. Liebeler was at Newfane, Vermont. 

3_2 
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Even Robert was troubled by this, after "the Commission had spent 

months on its exhaustive investigations." 

Liebeler's amateur psychiatry led from the Warren Commission to 

teaching law at the Universit7 of California at Los Angeles. The ama-

teur psychiatry was not his alone. In questioning Robert, Albert Jenner, 

who then aspired to the presidency of the American Bar Association, 

"asked me whether I had seen two films - Suddenly and The Manchurian  

Candidate." When Robert later saw the second film, "it shocked me," as 

well it might, there being, to his knowledge, no Queen of Diamonds in 

Lee's past and nogskill with the rifle. 

Perhaps it is this devotion to amateur psychiatry that leaves 

voids in the investigation into whether Lee had federal connections of 

any kind. 

Interviewed in New York on publication of his ghost-written book, 

Robert claimed, in the words of the UPI October 2, 1967, story, "that 

two days after President Kennedy was killed, Secret Service men suspected 

the FBI was involved in the assassination." The Secret Service then 

held the Oswalds in "protective custody." 

But, if Robert couldn't give Liebeler Lee's motive, by the time 

his book was contracted, two and a half years later, he was ready with 

"additional details of why and how his brother" was the assassin, be-

cause, in the words used by AP December 8, 1966, "the public needs more 

details." 

Not the public alone is it that "needs more details," Robert's 

lofty and non-commercial motive in permitting his name to be put on a
34 

book written by WrIek—and_lia--and. The official investigation 

needed them, too. 

Investigators, police and lawyers are only too familiar with the 

problem of details and having to get some from sources of dubiousg 
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dependability. But there are some areas, those of least official in-

terest, in which Robert can be the only source, having been Lee's full 

brother end closest to him in aga. He had significant things to say, 

although they were of no interest to the officials. The question we 

face is not could Robert know, but how dependable is he in reporting 

what he knows? Can his word be taken? 

I believe that on one significant and officially-ignored element 

of evidence he reports dependably. But the reader should be able to 

decide for himself. This again leads to Robert's book. 

As did Robert, his publishers, Coward-McCann, Inc., blurbed Lee 

as "a unique and vital document that sheds new light on the influences 

that led Lee Harvey Oswald to murder." The full-page ad in the October 

2, 1967, issue of the trade paper, Publisher's Weekly,  boasts of "Robert's 

efforts to protect Marina from promoters." 

All of Robert's earlier professional experience had been with 

bricks, not protecting widows of accused assassins from "promoters." He 

worked in a brickyard. His "protection" took the form of assuring that 

she'd be milked as thoroughly as a prize cow, with 35 percent plus 

creamed off the top. Only Jack Ruby could have fared worse. The man 

who shot Lee, with Lawrence Schiller, who was later to call those doubt-

ing the Warren Report "scavengers", acting as his agent, got less than 

half the take. 

If it requires exceptional courage and devotion to high principle 

to call a brother an assassin and say the blame is the mother's - for 

pay - if this is true sibling love at its exalted pinnacle, real family 

pride, the authentic Damon and Pythias bit, Robert's financial involve-

ment with his widowed sister-in-law also wae a secret scandal early in 

the life of the Warren Commission. Of this there was a secret investi-

gation. It is not mentioned in the Report. 
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The Secret Service took possession of Marina as soon as they 

could, she, her children and her mother-in-law Marguerite, until the' 

second day after the assassination, having been guests of Life. They 

spirited the family out of Dallas, to the Inn of the Six Flags, at 

Arlington. It was managed by James Martin. I tell the entire story in 

WHITEWASH II: The FBI-SECRET SERVICE COVER-UP, in the chapter, "Sche-

heresade," basing it on the suppressed evidence I was by that time, the 

late summer of 1966, able to dredge from the Commission's unused river 

pf evidence in the National Archives. 

Held virtually incommunicado, Marina was leaned on heavily. She 

was not told when her husband was shot, was lied to when she heard of 

it by accident, and then, had to insist on being taken to the hospital, 

where her husband was already dead. Immediately she was returned to the 

inn and subjected, despite her anguish and over her objection, to a 

grilling that exhausted her. With translations from English to Rumien 

and back again, the transcript is 45 pages long. It was when I discov-

ered this transcript that I learned of the early official interest in 

the mysterious David William Ferrie, later to die under strange circum-

stances. 

Once the Secret Service stopped leaning on her, they became the 

good guys. The FBI always had been the bad guys to Marina. She blamed 

them for Lee's loss of each job almost as soon as he got it and for 

other abuse. She refused to talk to the FBI. It took considerable 

Secret Service wheedling to break down her reluctance. 

Money helped, too. 

To put it bluntly, Marina was given a simple choice: Deportation 

to the Russia she hated or wealth and citizenship in the United States -

if she "cooperated." ("... if I wanted to live in this country, I would 

have to help ...") 
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She chose fame and fortune. 

And here is where Robert's noble ambition, to protect the sister-

in-law he hardly knew from the "promoters," became important to the 

government. 

Marina's closest friend, the woman with whom she lived, Mrs. Ruth 

Paine, spoke Russian. Marina spoke almost no English. She trusted Ruth, 

and thus had to be separated from her so she could "cooperate," coopera-

tion meaning saying almost anything asked of her to indict her murdered 

Husband. 

When Robert's dedication dequired instant knowledge, instant 

knowledge he developed, on the spot. 

Robert had never met Ruth or Michael Paine, but he knew all about 

them the day after the assassination, when he visited Lee in Dallas jail. 

The brothers spoke by phone, through a heavy glass partition, When Robert 

asked what would happen to Marina and the kids, Lee said, as Robert reports 

it, that his friends the Fairies would look after them. 

"I don't think they're any friends of yours," Robert quotes him-

self as saying. 

When is precisely the instant knowledge he needed to "protect" 

Marina from the "promoters." 

After publication of my second book, I found the untold story in 

a secret Secret Service report. It was filed February 26, 1964, by 

Leon L. Gopadze, a Russian-speaking agent assigned to the Los Angeles 

office. He had been rushed to Dallas and was the link with Marina. 

Agents Mike Howard and Charles E. Kunkel helped. Gopadze's investigation 

is the Commission's File 486. 

When the Secret Service moved Marina et al. into the Inn of the 

Six Flags, they delivered her to what was to become a package deal. 

Martin took it and Marina over. She was later to complain before the 
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Commission and to ask for relief, which she was able to buy for herself 

by paying off Martin and others. 

Investigation of the financial scandal, or Robert's "protection" 

from "promoters," is phrased with diplomatic subtleties rather than rough 

investigator's language. The "request" was made by Inspector Thomas J. 

Kelley (now assistant directdr in charge of Protective Research, the 

presidential-protection unit). It included whether Gopadze's questioning 

of Marina "was ever conducted in the presence of James Martin" who by then 

had become her "Business Manager" and "to relate any conversations in 

which he participated as translator, occuring between Marina Oswald, 

James Martin and Attorney John Thorne, relative to any business trans-

actions." 

Gopadze took it chronologically. He first met Martin at the Inn 

on November 27, five days after the assassination, three after Marina 

had been sequestered there. "At this time Marina Oswald was being ques-

tioned by FBI Special Agents /James Patrick/ Hosty and /Charles T./ 

Brown." Hosty, later disciplined, was the Dallas "Oswald expert." 

On that occasion all Gopadze heard from Martin is that "Martin 

stated that he was sorry for Marine Oswald and that he was doing every-

thing to make her comfortable at the Inn." The next day there was 

"thanksgiving dinner given by the Martins at their residence for Marina 

Oswald." 

The day after Thanksgiving Gopadze "translated to Marina Oswald 

various suggestions made by Robert Oswald and James Martin concernig 

the request of the Rosehill Cemetery officials for the removal of the 

body of Lee Oswald from his grave," motivated by "threats received by 

them concerning the disinterment and destruction of the body of Lee 

Oswald. Marina Oswald reluctantly agreed to the cremation" (which, it 

happens was also devoutly desired by the Commission, none of whose 
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business it was, as they discussed it in their top-secret executive 

sessions). She stipulated only that it cost her nothing. 

At this time it became "apparent" that "a previous offer had been 

made by the Martin's (sic) to Marina Oswald to move into their home and 

become a part of their household." 

Marine appeared to have some doubts about Martin's bighearted 

Texas generosity, first sought "assurance that his family liked her, 

then wished to know how long she might remain with the Martin's (sic) and 

under what conditions. James Martin stated that she could stay with them 

as long as she wished, that they wished no compensation from her other 

than helping around the house ... At the conclusion of the conversation 

between Marina Oswald, Robert Oswald and James Martin, Robert Oswald told 

the Reporting Agent /that is, Gopadze/ of his personal dislike of Ruth 

Paine." 

Instant knowledge; instant dislike. 

Robert and Marguerite "did not wish Marina to have anything fur-

ther to do with Ruth Paine. He did not elaborate on his reasons, merely 

stating that Mrs. Paine was a bad influence on Marina. At this par-

ticular time Marina indicated that she would do anything Robert wished 

her to do and stated that she trusted Robert completely." 

This "bad influence' consisted in Ruth's having taken Marina into 

her home, without charge, arranging for her hospitalization in Dallas 

while she was delivered of her second child, and having driven all the 

way to New Orleans for Marina and baby June. 

Other reasons for Marina's "trust" and Robert's "dislike" soon 

became apparent. 

November 30 - he reoounts it day by day - Gopadze and the entour-

age were driven from the inn to Martin's residence, 11611 Farrar Street, 

Dallas. 
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Marina had gotten Martin's assurance that there was nothing his 

family desired more than giving free room and board to this poor little 

poor girl. But when they got to the Martin home, "Mrs. James Martin 

appeared somewhat perturbed with Marina's presence in the household." 

Because of the neighbors, Gopadze says. She "suggested changing Marina's 

appearance, changing her name, etc." 

So friendly were the local folk that Martin "was encountering 

difficulty with the local banks in Maass in opening a bank account 

under the name of Marina Oswald." 

The poor-little-poor girl had somehow been touched with a magic 

wand. Within a week of the assassination, money was rolling in. 

Martin solved the problem by opening "an account in the name of 

Marina Martin and would negotiate the donation checks by endorsing them 

in his name and then depositing the cash in Marina's account." Marina 

"appeared agreeable at this time." 

Gopadze "suggested to Martin that he find a reputable lawyer to 

transact her legal affairs and a competent financial adviser to assist 

in her business affairs." 

No problem at all for Martin. These experts were waiting in the 

wings. Meanwhile, Marina "strongly indicated her trust of Mr. Martin in 

his handling of her affairs." 

Grand Prairie Attorney John M. Thorne, known to Martin for some 

time, "was willing to handle Marina's legal affairs," but not "in any 

criminal actions." Gopedze assured none were likely. 

Thorne came right to the next point: 

Mr. Thorn (sic) stated that he could not represent Marina. 
without compensation add also suggested at that time that Mr . 
James Martin be appointed by Marina as her Business Manager 
(sic). 

Marina "agreed that appropriate contracts should be drawn by Mr. 

Thorn (sic) for the purpose of binding this agreement. At this time no 

mention was made relative to the matter of compensation and fees." 
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In his account, Gopadze intersperses mention of various interro-

gations of Marina for official purposes. It helps cushion the impact 

of Robert's "protection" of Marina from those who would exploit her and 

of her financial good fortune at having bean the wife of the accused 

Presidential assassin, next best thing to owning a gold mine. The ap-

parent oversight on the financial details was remedied two days later, 

when the contracts were drawn. They 

provided for 10% of Marina Oswald's income to go to Mr. Thorn 
(sic) for attorney's fees; 10% of her income to got:, Robert 
Oswald as her adviser; and 15% to go to Mr. Martin as her 
Business Manager (sic). 

This added five percent to Martin "was to be considered as inci-

dental expenses in connection with finding writers for Marina's stories, 

etc." 

Considering that Harper & Row was to provide Mrs. Priscilla John-

son McMillan to write Marina's book - and by early 1966 had a six-figure 

investment in what was already, obviously, nonpublishable - this does 

not seem to have been unfair to Martin. Another remarkable coincidence 

is that Priscilla Johnson, as a Moscow reporter, had interviewed Lee 

there on his arrival. 

The first "advice" Marina needed and got was not from Robert, who 

got 10 percent allegedly for this purpose. Gopadze provided it by asking 

if the above percentage fees were based on monies received by 
Marina Oswald from various contribution and donations from 

people throughout the United States. Mr. Martin stated that 
even though the contracts drawn up by Mr. Thorn (sic) seemed 
to indicate this would be the case, that it could be specifi-
cally stated in the contracts that the contracts did not refer 
to monies received as donations and contributions, and it 
would be a simple matter to so correct the contracts. 

This, as Gopadze said, "was not his duty nor within the sphere 

of his work to become involved in Marina Oswald's personal affairs," 

especially when Robert was getting his cut for it. But the government 

told Marina that if she helped, it would look out for herj, and here 
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it did. It cost Robert and the others a percentage of the generous gifts. 

Marina was content to be milked, feeling 

that if the parties involved could make money for themselves, 
it would mean money for her, too. 

The contracts ran for 10 years. Apparently, she was not told that 

writers also get paid. What this deal cost her in toto remains unknown. 

In all of this, Robert, with his brickyard experience to put at 

Marina's disposal for a 10 percent cut of her gross, served two purposes: 

to swing the deal for his partners and the government and to keep Ruth 

Paine, the one independent person with whom Marina might consult, away 

from Marina. He succeeded with both, thus earning from his partners 

Martin and Thorne some of what they might otherwise have kept of what 

they milked from Marina. 

How well he kept Ruth and Marina separated is revealed in this 

hitherto-unpublished document from the Dallas police files. It is the 

December 23, 1963, report of Criminal Intelligence Section Lieutenant 

Jack Revill, meaninglessly entitled, "SUBJECT: CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE (4)"! 

The undersigned Officer was assigned, along with two United 
States Secret Service Agents, at the JAMES HERBERT MARTIN resi-
dence, 11611 Farrar, for security purposes on December 21, 1963. 
Mrs. MARINA OSWALD is presently living at this address. The 
following report, regarding occurances during this tour of duty, 
is submitted for your information. 

At 10:40 a.m. Mrs RUTH PAYNE, aka MRS MICHAEL R. PAYNE,  was 
observed at the front door. Mr. MARTIN was told by Secret Seb-
vice Agents that Mrs PAYNE had been informed that she would not 
be permitted to see Mrs. OSWALD. Mrs. OSWALD went to the back 
of the house and remained out of sight while Mrs PAYNE was there. 
Mr. MARTIN opened the front door and Mrs. PAYNE entered without 
being invited into the house. She brought some packages which 
she stated were for the MARTIN children and a package which had 
come to her address through the mail for Mrs. OSWALD. Mrs. 
OSWALD'S package was given to Secret Service Agents after she 
left for examination but the packages for the MARTIN children 
were not checked. Mrs PAYNE stated that she wanted to get 
acquainted with Mr. MARTIN, he reminded her that he had come 
to her house in Irving and picked up Mrs OSWALD'S possessions. 
Mrs PAYNE said that so many people had been there she did not 
remember him. Mrs PAYNE expressed a desire to contact Mrs. 
OSWALD and was told by MARTIN that she was not having any visi-
tors and that he had been asked not to reveal her whereabouts. 
Mrs PAYNE'S actions indicated that she knew or at least sus-
pected, that Mrs OSWALD was living with the MARTINS. Mrs. PAYNE 
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left at 12:20 p.m. She drove a 1955 Chevrolet station wagon, 
color two-tone green, bearing 1963 Texas license number NK 

I041 which is registered to her at 2515 West Fifth Street, rving, Texas. 
Mr. MARTIN stated that he thought Mrs. PAYNE had gotten 

his address from JOE FISHER at the Statler Hotel, she men-
tioned that she had talked to FISHER. 

The Secret Service Agents on duty declined to comment on 
the relationship between Mr. MARTIN and Mrs. OSWALD or MARTINS 
reasons for taking her into his home. They stated that Mrs 
OSWALD had been made some offers, the nature of which they 
would not disclose, that could bring her a substancial amount 
of money and they implied that MARTIN was supporting her and 
going to manage her affairs for a percentage. They stated 
that as far as the Secret Service was concerned MARTIN might 
as well have the money as anybody else. 

This report was written by Detective T. T. Wardlaw, to whom 

Revill had assigned his "security" Job. 

Exactly the same thing happened to the American Civil Liberties 

Union when its Dallas branch worried about Marina's enjoyment of all 

her legal rights. In that case, the police had their own interest. 

They, considering the ACLU "subversive," had planted an agent inside it. 

The Commission, after entering this report into itm evidence as Exhibit 

710, physically removed it and replaced it with a totally false explana-

tion in the printed volumes (17Hxvii) saying there is no exhibit of this 

number ("This number was not used"). I was able to get a copy, even 

after the Archives denied its existence. This lie is no more accidental 

than it is pointless. 

So, Marina was in good hands. She did cooperate in full. She 

said what was required of her, avoided deportation, and got her citizen-

ship while she grew rich. And, although a witness to nothing, prospered 

as the chief witness against her husband - and the first. When it later 

developed that what she had said before this deal was packaged and de-

livered was contrary to what was wanted of her, before the Commission, 

she had a simple and readily-accented explanation: She swore that she 

had lied while not under oath but would not lie under oath: The Commission 
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remained untroubled about this until the end of its days. Then, too 

late, Senator Russell developed some misgivings about her testimony. 

Without having really participated in the Commission's work, he none-

theless shook her into changing her story again in a secret hearing 

held in a Dallas military installation on Sunday, September 6, three 

weeks before the Report appeared, after it had been set in type and 

without significant impact on it or its predetermined conclusions. 

With this history, we may be better able to appraise two bits of 

information from Robert that bear very much on whether his brother may 

have been a federal informant, particularly on whether Lee might have 

begun life with this as an ambition. 

These may seem to be contradictory, yet they may not be. When 

Look condensed "Lee,'!, it chose to eliminate the second, but inconsis-

tency need not be considered the only possible explanation. 

Robebt says he believes Lee "first became interested in Communism" 

in 1954, when Lee was in the ninth grade, rather precocious political 

development. To this he adds, "I can't help wondering whether it might 

have been Ferrie who introduced Lee to Communist ideas." 

David William Ferrie, homosexual former airline pilot, a brilliant 

psychopath who died mysteriously in New Orleans in early 1967 while 

under investigation, held such virulently anti-Communist views that con-

servative organizations found them too extreme to be listened0 to. 

Ferrie was deeply involved in CIA-directed end -financed anti-Castro 

activities. He claimed to have been a contract employee for the CIA. 

His godson, Morris Brownlee, told me that Ferrie had introduced him to 

his CIA "contact." 

In using "wonder," the Lands put the right word in Robert's mouth. 

But the wonder is about what kind of political ideas, if any, Ferrie 

"introduced." Lee was strongly anti-Communist, despite the official 

misrepresentation. 
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Oswald's hatred of Russian Communism and American Communists 

permeates 150 consecutive pages (283-434) of those of his notes re
pro-

duced in Volume 16 of the Commission's appended evidence, which almost 

nobody has ever seen. Rather vigorously, these say the opposite o
f what 

is presented in the Report. In his secret writing Oswald had raged: 

The Communist party of the United States has betrayed itself! 

It has turned itself into the traditional lever of a foreign 

power to overthrow the government of the United States, not in 

the name of freedom or high ideals, but in servile conformity 

to the wishes of the Soviet Union ... /the leaders/ have shown 
themselves to be willing, gullible messengers of the Kremlin's 
international propaganda ... the Soviets have committed crimes 

unsurpassed ... imprisonment of their own peoples ... mass ex-

terminations ... individual suppression and regimentation.. 

deportations ... the murder of history, the prostitution of art 

and culture. The communist movement in the United States, per-

sonalized by the Communist Party, U.S.A., has turned itself into 

a "valuable gold coin" of the Kremlin. It has failed to denounce 

the Soviet Government when similar actions of the U.S. Government
 

bring pious protest. (Spelling improved.) 

Where Oswald, in private, speaking his real beliefs, described 

himself as one "with many personal reasons to know and therefore h
ate 

and mistrust Communism ..." (16H442), the Commission prated about 
what 

it designated as his "dedication" to "Marxism and Communism." 

When there was this gruesome official "What's My Line" with evi-

dence, history and the investigation of the "crime of the century,
" 

the real Lee Harvey Oswald could not "please stand up," being safe
ly in 

his grave. In this Report, even his ghost was kept there. If the real 

Lee Harvey Oswald sounds more like 3. Edgar Hoover than Karl Marx
, it 

is surprising only because of the official decision not to trouble
 the 

country with the real details of the real life and beliefs of the 
real 

Lee Harvey Oswald. 

What Look eschewed appears on page 47 of the book: 

One of his favorite programs was I Led Three Lives, the story 

of Herbert Philbrick, the FBI informant who posed as a Communist 

spy. In the early 1950s, Lee watched that show every week with-

out fail. When I left home to join the Marines, he was still 

watching the reruns. 
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Boyhood devotion to a program glorifying the FBI is hardly the 

usual apprenticeship for Communist belief. No more than trying to join 

the Marines at 16 and succeeding at 17. If any conclusion were to be 

drawn from this, and here there is no reason to doubt Robert, it is more 

likely that from childhood Lee aspired to emulate Philbrick, to becone 

an FBI informant, a not-unrewarding sideline for young men not prepared 

for life with a good trade or profession. 

And, despite the contrary official com.lusions and the official 

effort to hide all relevant evidence, the one consistent direction in 

much of Oswald's short life beginning with his favorite TV show is that 

of informant. 



OFFICIAL TRASHIM 

The Commission preferred its own amateur psychiatry to that of 

professionals, including its own, Dr. [furred Overholser, whose ser-

vices to the Commission were kept a state secret. Dr. Overholser had 

formerly headed 	government mental hospital. The only planned use 

of his psychiatry of which I con find any record is that for which 

he had absolutely no qualification, examination of the film of the 

autopsy of the assassinated President. If he did that, it remains a 

secret. The truth is that no evaluation evem made of Oswald is in 

any way consistent with or justification of the official allegations 

and the only official ons, when he :ass in the Marines, is ttiagt 'no 

abnormalities wealo noted, in all categories, including psychiatric' 

(CE 1383). 

By means of its own emateur psychiatry, the Commission con-

cluded the assassinated alleged assassin - and there is no credible 

evidence he was and overwhelming evidence he could not have been the 

assassin - had a predisposition toward violence, widely interpreted 

is suppcsedly coming from sleeping too ter into his boyhood with his 

widowed mother, tc reading and spelling defects, snd other renlities 

of science thpt in this cese are the devices of fiction. 

For all the extensive biographical data on Oswalt' - and about 

half the enormous 912-page Report is biographical and utterly irrele-

vant without probative proof he was the lone asssssin - there remains 

the total absence of what wa have considered. 
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Sp the reader can fully appreciate how little of the Report 

is on the assassination, how considerable an understatement it is to 

say that the official explanation of the crime is largely supposedly 

biographical infommetion and other such immaterinlitins, let me cite 

these statistics: The first chapter of the Report, titled "Summary 

and Conclusions", was not that alone. It was also the Commission's 

press release on the Report. It is 25 pages, net to the shortest 

chapter. The shortest chapter, the second, has 22 pages. Of these, 

eight are tekan up with charts and pictures of the rres, lceving 14 

pages of text. It is the chapter celled "The Assassination" - 14 of 

912 page::! This is but a third the length of one of the chapters on 

Osweldin "Background and Possible Motives," the seventh; about a 

fourth the length of Chkepter 13, "Biography of Lee Hervey Osweld.Y 

The subject cr by far the least interest in the Report is the assas-

sination. This is the only means by which it could even seem to be 

pinned on the man immedietuly accused, before there was e vestige of 

evioenee of any association with the crime at all; the men upon whom 

it was thus pinned, after what was touted as the greatest criminal 

investigation in history, by unsubetentieted ilferences end the cep-

tura of the public and media minds with carefully arranged leeks of 

the most prejudicial misinformation. 

His career from school-day attraction to the flying boy scouts, 

through his top-secret-plus security cient-m.1e, hie rale- tic-I-hip with 

a Penkovsky-case principal, his unlikely activities over r period of 

years, can make sense only as Intelligence-orleated. flip own cleims 

to this association, the many things tending to substantiate him, and 

the complete absence or anything that}  by even a fly-by-night corre-

spondence detectiving-course epprenticei could be considered a reel 
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investigation of any of this, support the belief. 

;de began with the official hang-up on this tender point of 

Oswald's official connections without telling the whole story of them, 

and to that we now return, with the perspective added by that part of 

his career not hidden beyond retrieval. 

dithin the context of the preceding chapters, with tha dis-

tortions, misrepresentations, suppressions, avoided witnesses end 

investigations, hiciden evic:ance - evidence hidden most of all from 

the Commission la the FBI, which W13 supposedly lavJstigattng for it -

and of evidence chat could have shown his associations with it and/or 

the CIA - there is a background for the Comniasionic (ma misconduct 

so serious iL is b.:yoh_i sdaquets description in ter= the storage 

American can conceive to be the reality. 

It is now time to return to the beginning, Congressman Ford's 

exploitation of official secrets for perconol profit, at the cost of 

bresching faith with his former colleggues on the Commission, after  

that Commission cepo.Jd to exist, when it was not possible to do any-

thing about It. He had male this esier by putting a political crony 

on the public payroll as his assistant, evsn though the Commisdon had 

its on staff without limitations on its sizo. The public provided 

Ford with his ghostwriter. 

Ford's taxpayer-subsidized book tells for from the comple•ts 

story, much, much less then he knew, very much less then he could have 

said of Oswald as an official informant and the pretense of an investi-

gation of it. The seventh and last veil hid more. Ford rbstrictad 

himself to just enough to make a story, to what he could seem to 

refute, leaving himself and the Commission, if judged by his book 

alone, clean and pure. 
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That this literary scrimshaw did not work can be attributed to 

the fact that the rest of the book is junk. When it appeared, few 

had any way of knowing this sensational beginning was anything but 

the complete story of Agent Oswald. The book is literary trash, a 

jumble of irrelevant, prejudicial rehashing of the official, personal 

defamations of the Oswald family and an all-pervading, contrived anti-

Communism, put together with the unknowing paranoia of those who have 

successfully converted this modern sickness into political careers. 

The result is an overblown updating of an urbanized "Tobacco Road." 

In the steam-cleaned Ford versicn, the Commission's first 

knowledge of reports that Oswald had been sn informant cams from 

Waggoner Carr's telephone call to Rankin, Hoover's old personal 

friend from his Solicitor-General days in the Department of Justice. 

Republican Rankin manipulated the Republican-:lominat'ed Commission 

appointed by the Democratic President (who had become Presidettibe-

cause of the assassination), who thus fixed upon his Republican oppo-

sition responsibility for "investigating" the crime. 

It was neither the phone call nor the content of the phone call. 

It was the source of the phone call - no stranger. 

Waggoner Carr was Attorney General of the State of Texas. His 

call meant that the Commission had to face the ultimate crisis, an 

official investigation outside the federal government that might re-

veal the possible connections between its vprious spooks and Oswald. 

The assassination of John Kennedy was a crime only in Texas. 

Texas jurisdiction did not end when Ruby assassinated the accused. 

Only the siCtified fictions, that Oswald was the assassin and that 

there was no conspiracy, prevent; criminal action in the case. Ruby 

served but two purposes in shooting Oswald: He closed Oswald's mouth 
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the only safe way - permanently; and he made it possible to 
avoid 

considerttton of any other culprit.. 

But, in so doing, he added to Texas' image and conscience 

troubles because the assassination was committed in its hate
 environ-

ment. 

Texas immediately developed new problems: the federal gover
n-

ment, the Commission and, most of all, Rankin who, despite h
is polite 

manner and smooth words, exercised tight tyrannical control 
over 

everything. 

The federal government set out to 	succeede 	- immobil- 

d2 
iztag and nullifyi-rag any independent Texas investigation T

he strange 

form this took is set forth lucidly and in eeteil by Sylvia 
Meagher, 

one of the writers who first and most effectively disputed t
he W"rren 

Report. Her vAccansories After the Feet
,e 
 remcins . basic work four 

years after publication. Her exposure of the unending feder
al trickery 

in vitiating anything Texas might undertake appeared in the 
July-August 

issue of the now-defunct small magazine, "The Minority of On
e,' under 

the title "Wheels Within Deals: How the Kennedy 'Investigat
ion' Was 

Organized." 

It was Machiavellian. 

Four days after the President was killed, Carr and'.'alter 

Jenkins, then the long-time righthand men of the now Preside
nt, began 

conversations taken over by be Fortes, who later became a J
ustice of 

the Supreme Court. Carr wee led to believe that there would
 be a 

joint Texas-Department of Justice-FBI investigation. As ear
ly as 

November 26, the Texas part was celled a "6ourt of Inquiry.
" When 

the White House began dealing with Carr - and it was then a 
Texas 

White House - the federal end had been announced as an FBI i
nvestigation, 
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to be made public by the President. But no sooner had Texas been hog-

tied than the White House announced the creation of this special 

Presidential Commission. Formal announcement was November 29, but 

work on it had begun sooner. The idea is generally credited to Fortes, 

but it was earlier the broadcast editorial recommendation of Washing-

ton's Radio Station WWDC, where it had been conceived by Irving 

Lichtenstein, then station vice president. WWDC urged Warren to heed 

the Commission. 

As Carr wrote Warren December 5, almost his last letter that 

wa,1 not a protest age inst some kind of Cederel duplicity, 

The assassination occurred in Texas. The people of Texas 

share with their fellow countrymen the loss of a greet Presi-

dent. Their own Governor was belly wounded. The integrity 

of Texas justice is deeply involved. I am certain that the 

people of Texas ffeel7 that it is their local responsibility 
to have their State officials do everything possible to un-

cover all the facts. 

Rankin treated the Texas "Court of Inqdiry" like e boy out to 

make a girl, saying whatever at any moment seemed expedient. 

On the other hand, Texas was loose and easy to make. Ulti-

mately, she aborted. 

No copies 4:4 that report were publicly available. Cerr,s 

response to my request was to direct me to any Texas college. He 

considered he had fulfilled his obligation by filing a copy with each. 

It would appear that, with all he had to do, such ss dealing 

with Jenkins, Fortes, Rankin and the members of the Commission, Carr 

had no time for reading newspapers. When he learned about the reports 

that Oswald had been a federal informant, he phoned Rankin immediately. 

Unlike Carr, the Commission and its federal investigators did recd 

the papers. In silence and without investigation, they knew all about 

the newspaper stories. There are no copies in the Commission's files. 
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(These are not the only things purged. I have obtained a number, some 
only by accident because misfiled copies were not found and could not 
be destroyed.) 

When I could not locate these clippings I knew the Commission 
had, I kept after the Archivist to have his staff locate them. It is 

little known but, aside from becoming custodian of the Commission's 

files, the Archives also sat them up and supervised them. One of my 

repeated requests was answered by the Archives November 22, 1968 -
the fifth anniversary of the assassination - in these words: 

No copies of the stories in the Houston Post or the Phila-delphia Inquirer which you request have been found in the records of the Commission. 

More than a year later, in December. 

No copies of the newspaper stories ... or a report of an interview with Hudkins by Special Agent James W. Russell have been found. 

I has restricted my requests for copies to those stories I knew 
the Commission had. Ford was indelicate enough to quote both in his 
book, four of Gouldea's five paragraphs in full. He omitted the one 
reeding 

- The revelation that the Federal Bureau of Investigation tried to recruit Oswald as an undercover informant in Castro groups two weeks before Mr. Kennedy's death. 

There were others, perhaps the most thorough by Harold Feldman 
in The Nation. 

Hoover, naturally, took a dim view of Feldman. In a December 

27, 1964, letter to Rankin, he described it as "a muddy attempt to 
link Lee Hervey Oswald with the FBI as an informant. Using public 

source material with no selectivity, Feldman tries to make it appear 
that this Bureau is suppressing the fact that the assassin was actually 
one of its 'employees'." 
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It and two other magazine articles, Hoover said, "rre irrespon- 

sible, and each is an example of personal bias ..." 

Whet is conspicuously lacking is denial, if only 2ro forms de- 

nial, that there was neither connection nor intended connection between 

"this Bureau" and Oswald. 

But is "using public source material" somehow wrong? 

Or is using it "selectively," as in gathering published refer- 

ences to Oswald as Bureau-connected? 

Is this an "exampl? of personal biae?" 

So, what really panicked Rankin and the entire Commission plus 

God alone knows who else in the FBI, CIA and throughout the government, 

was not this late report of the well-known rumor. It had not troubled 

them as long as they maintained complete control over the investiga-

tion. It was the fear that Taxes would investigate it, that any kind 

of official attention would be paid to these recurrent and, as they 

appeared, credible reports of Osweld's official connection. 
that 

Thus,/after-working-hours crash meeting which left audiences 

waiting for speakers, dedications in danger of being delayed, wives 

and families holding suppers, end deeperate, cold fear in all official, 

in-the-know Washington hearts. 

Bearing very much on this is the total ebrence, in Ford's ac-

count, of any reference to the Texas Court of Inquiry. He does not 

even give the names of those who appeared before the Commission, does 

not indicate that Carr had a function other then that of Attorney 

General in this matter. In fact, he stops his narrative of this dra-

matic event at precisely the point we did in the first chapter, switches 

to his inadequate account of what was published, and then switches again. 
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He gives that one scant paragraph on what the unnamed officials allegedly 

told the Commission, no more. At that, this skimpiness is more than the 

Commission provided in all 27 tomes. Officially, the Commission was 

totally silent. 

Rankin was equal to his superhuman task, keeping it all quiet. 

As he gathered the members of the Commission, so also did he get 

the court reporter, an over-diligence he was soon to regret - and not 

repeat. 

Ward & Paul, a large, established and reputable court-reporting 

firm, got the court-reporting contract on Senator Russell's recommenda-

tion. As a Senate editor, I had worked with them for years. They are 

good, thoroughly dependable, and staffed with sufficient competent 

specialists to deliver several hundred pages of accurate transcript 

overnight. 

They sent an official stenographer named Cantor to that hectic 

5:30 p.m. executive session of January 22. 1964. This, and more, I 

was not to learn until much later and after the greatest difficulty. 

Those "TOP SECRET" transcripts were kept in that high security 

category until an opportunity provided itself for effective official 

propaganda by making them available to a fine and experienced reporter 

who knew absolutely nothing about the assassination or its investiga-

tion. Any reporter in these circumstances becomes the creature of his 

sources, for he has no independent information. In this case he planned 

a story for a mass-circulation magazine, The Saturday Evening Post. 

For him, they were quietly declassified. Not one of the real researchers 

who had been plumbing that literary quicksand of those 300 cubic feet 

of documents was informed of it. Not until after this story appeared 
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before as large as possible an audience, with extensive attention from 

the papers and electronic media, did anyone know that those secrets 

were being leaked. That partisan selection, to which the Archivist had 

lent himself with official interpretations that were beyond his knowl-

edge, as wrong for him to make as they were in fact, killed any further 

mayor-media interest in those executive sessions. 

However, once they were thus disclosed, I was able to get a set 

- all that were declassified, not just the few pages used in the story -

for they then could no longer be denied me. They fill a box almost two 

inches thick, lots of paper. My pointed protest at this unseemly of-

ficial propaganda and equally pointed questions of the Archivist, un-

answered after four years, were followed by the quiet, unannounced 

retirement of that Archivist. Neither he nor his successor has ever 

answered these charges of official misconduct. 

Nor is this the only case where what had been denied me was pro-

vided uninformed reporters who could reach large audiences, another of 

that period involving The New York Times. These uninformec reporters 

were used by the government, then distressed by the appearance of a 

number of books severely critical of the official investigation. It is 

for this reason I do not name them. In these cases it is the government, 

most inappropriately the institution of scholarship, the National Ar-

chives, that cast isoif in this Orwellian role, not the press. 

Once I had gone through those hundreds of pages of lethe coming 

together of the elders in such secrecy their trusted staff was excluded 

from the meetings and during the life of the Commission not even per-

mitted to see the transcripts, I immediately noted the absence of any 

transcript for January 22, 1964, this dramatic one partially described 

by Ford. In tour cases, all the executive sessions were still suppressed, 

the reasons given entirely spurious where they could be checked, 
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inadequate where given if not, in fact, outside the law. In a few in-

stances, several pages were withheld, with explanations provided by 

slipsheets bearing such explanations as the claim that confidential 

personnel matters were discussed. 

But for this meeting, there was neither transcript nor explana-

tion of its absence, no matter how invalid or fictional. 

And so, tediously and persistently, I kept after the Archives, in 

person and in writing, for a long perioe of time. In seven months of 

1968, in writin.:.1.  alone, I tried a dozen times. The last went without 

response for more than a half-year. 

In some cases, as in my letter of September 5, 1968, I made 

charges: 

Disclosure of these executive session transcripts would be 
embarrassing to the federal government beceuse they contain 
evidence of the connection between it and the soeused assassin, 
;,ee Harvey Oswald. 

There was more than one such session, to my certain knowledge. 

There were three in a single five-day period alone. 

The Archives insistea, as they said in Eckhoffle September 3 

letter this answered, -No transcript for the executive session of 

January 22, 1964, to which you refer has been found among the records 

of the Commission." 

In saying this, Mark Eckhoff, Director of the Diplomatic, Legal 

and Fiscal Division, told the truth. Unintendedly, he was also helpful 

in other ways. 

The fact is that there is no transcript of that sensational 

executive session - not anywhere! 

Rankin did not forget his old friend, Hoover, nor his concept of 

his responsibility to the Commission or to what has come to be celled 

the "national interest.' 
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Tracing this out and establishigg it was neither easy nor pleasant. 

After following one blind trail after another, I finally started exploring 

the Commission's innocuous-seeming "housekeeping" files, the records of 

its expenditures. There, sure enough, with every penny spent, at least 

theoretically, having to be accounted for, I found a file labeled, "Ward 

and Paul 	Reportin3 Services." It all seemed above suspicion to casual 

examination but, when it was reed slowly, it was not at all innocent. 

This large file accounted for the taking of all the testimony be-

fore the Commission and of depositions taken by the staff in Washington 

and throughout the country. It holds all of the relevant letters from 

all of those who forwarded the transcripts. It includes Rankin's penny-

pinching with the official investigation of how a President was assassi-

nated. Example: Reducing the number of copies of transcript ordered 

to below the minimum needed for careful staff and member examination. 

There were else, records like nothing else in our history. 

Among the records of delivery on Ward & Paul printed forme there 

is Receipt No. 3001. It ie dated January 22, 1964. It covers "nine 

copies of proceedings before the President's Commission on the Assassi-

nation of President Minnedy in re TOP SECRET held at Washington, D. C. 

on January 21, 1964." The receipt is signed by Mrs. Julia T. Fide, 

Rankin's administrative aide. 4 release is affixed by rubber stamp. 

As filled in, it records that delivery was made at 6:55 a.m. January 22 

by Jesse L. Ward., Jr., in person. Good, secure service when the boss 

himself handles it. 

Two notes are typed in. At the bottom, near the release, is 

"ATTENTION: J. Lee Rankin." Under the description of what was delivered 

is 

also, Reporter's notes, master sheets, carbon paper, waste (sic). 

I I have the transcript of this executive session. It is numbered 
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"Volume 4." 

Volume 5 is covered by Receipt No. 3013, the next one. It also 

is signed by Julia T. aide. It is filled in with identically the same 

words a.Lve for the dates, January 28th, covering the executive session 

of January 27. Ward again made delivery, at 9:10 a.m. 

So, although there was this hectic executive session of January 

22, about Oswald as a federal agent, the numbering of the transcripts 

confirms the Orwellian report of the Archives that it dues not exist. 

But in this great emergency, lard & Paul did send a court reporter who 

did record every word said, yet no transcript. 

Part of the explanation le disclosed in the trcuble Ward & Paul 

had getting paid. By March 10 the Commission owed them $L.,629.75, all 

accounted for in a bill directed to Rankin's attention and sworn to by 

Wayne Birdsall, long-time Were & Paul manager. The notary is Anthony 

3. Paetnyck. 

The tabulation of transcripts is in chronologioal order. In 

some oases, 10 copies were made. If each of the seven members got one 

and a copy was reserved for printing, there remeinec at most two copies 

for the staff to work with. 

There is none for January 22. 

That is accounted for in a separate entry at the bottom. It 

reads: 

Jan. 22 No write-up (reporter's nctes confi&ceted by Commis-
sion). 

This is not the full entry. I shall also quote the balance. 

But I do not went the full impact of this te be loet. 

Here, after all that long period of official avoidance of credi-

ble reports thtt Oswald had been a federal informant, the first official 

acknowledgment of it was rendered non-existent, the Commission having 
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confiscated the court reporter's notes after ordering that they not be 

transcribed! 

They were not transcribed. No record at all. 

Has there over been anything like this in our history? 

A President is assassinated. His accused assassin, himself 

having been conveniently assassinated while in custody, is alleged to 

have had government connections. Then the only record of these top-

secret deliberations is confiscated and with the greatest care hidden - 

not once referred tc in any of the astimnted 10,000,000 officially-

published words: 

To put it more bluntly, if the official version it correct, if 

Oswald did kill the President, then the assassin had been accused of 

being a federal employee and the first official coneiderntion of it is 

eliminated - totally and permanently. 

Can anything warrant a more sinister interpretation? 

Any pert of it - secrecy or elimination? 

Can anything lead were support to the belief that Oswald, wnetcher 

or not the assassin, had ouch complicating connections? 

Thera is no possibility of error here. My checking could not 

have been more thorough. I also obtained e chronologicel listing (from 

File PC-2) of all court-ropertias services. 

These three executive sessions, of January 21, 22 and 27, appear 

in that order. The same legend appears for all three under "Total 

Copies," with identical explenetions: 

"9", followed by "#1 of 9 through 9 of 9." 

Following the Janu3ry 22 session, this is stricken through. After 

that date, two of the, columns Fre blank. These are headed "Date Shipped" 

and "Receipt No." All three trenscripts are entered as "daily" under 
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"delivery," meaning firtt thing the following morning. This includes  

that of January 22. Like all other entries for that date, this, too, 

is crossed out. 

But the story is even worse. 

First, the petty chiseling. 

Ford. careful not to mention a word of what was said at that 

secret meeting, said it lasted over an hour and a half. With long 

periods of silence, that is many words. 

Now, a court-reporting firm cannot exist if all it does is pro-

vide a court reporter who takes notes and never transcribes them. 

Especially not if the reporter does not begin work until after the end 

of the normal working day, on overtime, and then in an extreme emer-

gency, with all the attendant extra costs. So, for the company's and 

the reporter's dropping everything else, mobilizing sn extra staff for 

emergency transcription, rushing to the Commission's offices instead of 

eating supper, giving up a night's plans, Ward * Paul was paid the 

munificent total of 4;24.75! 

This was computed on an estimate that seems low, that the hour 

and a half of executive session would have totaled only 30 pages. These 

were paid for at $0.325 per estimated non-page. (250 words per page is 

a generous estimate.) 

Actually, there was no prevision for such e  eontin7ency in the 

contract. It does not even charge for the taking of the notes. In 

accordance with prevailing practice for counties: years payment is on 

a sliding-scale, per-page basis. This is set forth in the January 7, 

1964, proposal that was accepted. It providPs a minimum ner-edge charge 

of $1.65 for en original and two copies up to a maximum of $3.15 for a 

total of 25 copies. 
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To this insult and injury was added abuse. Bills were not paid 

monthly. Handwritten notes on this March 10 bill for January's work 

reed: 

Req. #30 sent to Mr. Malin and Miss Dove 3-13-64. ITt was. 
I have it:7 

3-27 Mr. Ward called to ask when he might expect payment. 
3-30 OAlled Mr. Malin - Tolked to Miss Dove = aaq sent in 

3-17-64 Takes about 10 work days to process. 

These notes do not appeov on 911 file copiau of the bill. I have 

copies from other files in which they do not. One discloses only that 

Ward had to ask for his $4,625.75. 

Next, the true and complete dedication to Orwell. 

There is this simp1.3 note typed on a plain piece of paper: 

2/7/64 - 10:30 a.m. 

Mr. Elmer Mocre of Secret Service teak all 

as waste material delivered by Ward & Paul to 

date to be burned with otner waste aletter et the 

White House and under supervision of White House 

Police. 

Julia e,L,e 

Other descriptions of what was celivered by Ward & Paul include 

dictabelts in addition to "Reporter's notes, mastor sheets, carbon 

paper." 

Prior to burning, the ultimate in thoroughness, elno from other 

sources, "shreddin6." 

Orwell called it the "memory hole," the place everything destroyed 

was put. 

Here, of all the most inappropriate places, the White House was 

the "memory hole." 

The residence of the men who became President only because of 
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the assassination thus investigated - the complete destruction of the 

first official consideration of whetheb the man who made him President 

had worked for the government! 

Alas, this is not the end of the official covering-up of the 

story of Oswald as some kind of federal agent. It is but the beginning. 

When Texas, officially, told Washington what it had long known, 

Washington could not ignore it. Ford slides over it, saying only that 

at its January 22 session, "The Commission made the decision to ask 

the Texas Attorney General, District Attorney Wade and any other Dallas 

officials (emphasis added) who had knowledge of these allegations to 

come at once to Washington and secretly present what they had heard." 

The others were not only "Dallas" officials. It was the Texas 

Court of Inquiry plus the Dallas officials who accompanied them. Ford 

and still-existing official records avoid reference to the official 

Texas inquiry. 

It would not have been more secret. 

Ford says of this secrecy only that "The Texas officials slipped 

into the nation's capital with complete anonymity." With the Washington 

press corps, that takes some doing. 

How it was done is in part indicated in a January 23 telegram to 

Rankin from Carr's assistant, John Stegall. It reached Washington about 

noon. The copy in the Commiesion's "GA 2 Texas" file has this added in 

Rankin's handwriting, "noted l-23-64 J L R." It was arranged for the 

Texans to arrive after dark, after the end of the working day: 

Carr party will leave Dallas Braniff Flight #110 at 4:15 
P.M. EST arrive Natidinal Airport, Washington 7:30 PM. EST. 
Regards. 

This time Rankin did not repeat the mistake of ordering a court 
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reporter, n3 the records already cited show. There were no such ser-

vices between the January 22 session the records of which are de-

stroyed - and that of January 27, which soon will interest us. No 

transcript, no need to use the "memory hole." On the other hand, wisely, 

es it turned out when Ford sold his blebbermouthing, it was decided that 

this could not h$e ignored entirely. Instead, Rankin prepared a MEMO! 

RANDUM FOR THE FILES." It certainly was not for investigative reporters 

like me, for it was placed in only those files to which there was no 

Index or gPoAde of any meaningful kind, those then never expected to be 

seen by an one - ever. Later, they were not accessible for research 

"ten t!V, numbered ones or "CDs" were. By the time they were accessible, 

most researchers had abandoned their interest, having done their writ-

ing, and the commercial press had no interest. 

This memo is undated, so there is no we.y of knowing when it was 

written. This is not the norm for the man who is so punctilious he notes 

such things as having read a telegram. When letters were drafted for his 

signature, the dote of drafting was required on all carbon copies. Its 

subject is, "Rumors that Oswald was an undercover agent." Copiess were 

placed in the "GAI CIA," "Oswald, L. H. Post-Russian Period" and "GAI 

FBI" files, from which my copy comes. 

Here it is, in full: 


